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Reviewer agreement and the predictors of publication judgments were investigated for first-submission manuscripts to the Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin during a 3 1 / 2 year period (i.e., one editors tenure). Among the findings were the following:
Reviewers judgments of manuscripts were multi-rather than unidimensional; reviewer agreement about methodology and overall recommendation was greater among high-prestige than mixed-prestige reviewers; authors with high prestige and authors with low professional experience submitted longer manuscripts than their counterparts; author prestige and text length were positively related to publication judgments of reviewers and editors; and author gender was related to editors decisions with female authors receiving less favorable decisions than males. The possible mediation of these findings and their implications for understanding the peer-review process in personality and social psychology are discussed.
Thejournalpeer-reviewprocessisacentralfeatureof most academic disciplines. Given the consequences of the decisions made within the peer-review process (e.g., tenure and salary increments are typically dependent on publication in peer-reviewed academic journals) (Gaston, 1978; Hagstrom, 1974; Yoels, 1973) , it is not surprising that it has been the focus of much empirical investigation. Although researchers have examined a variety of issues related to the review process, two broad questions have been particularly prominent.
One major issue that has received empirical attention has been the extent to which reviewers of the same manuscript agree in their judgments of the quality of the manuscript and the extent to which one or more dimensions underlie these judgments (e.g., Cicchetti, 1980; Cicchetti & Eron, 1979; Fiske & Fogg, 1990; Hargins & Herting, 1990; Hendrick, 1976 Hendrick, , 1977 Marsh & Ball, 1981 , 1989 OBrien, 1991; Scarr & Weber, 1978; Scott, 1974; Whitehurst, 1984; see Marsh & Ball, 1989 , for a review). Previous investigations of interreviewer agreement have generally found that interreviewer agreement is statistically significant but modest at best. For example, Marsh and Ball (1989) reported a mean intraclass correlation of H = .27 across 15 studies of academic journal reviews which looked at the level of overall agreement between two reviewers of the same manuscript. Although interreviewer reliability has sometimes improved when alternative indices of agreement were computed, interrater agreement coefficients have consistently remained below .60 and sometimes substantially so (e.g., OBrien, 1991; Whitehurst, 1984) . In addition, corrections of interreviewer correlations for response bias have produced only small increases in the magnitude of agreement (Marsh & Ball, 1981 , 1989 . Research on interreviewer agreement is mixed as to whether reviewer ratings of different manuscript attributes are multi-or Authors Note: This research was supported in part by a National Science Foundation Grant SBR 9520854 to REP, a National Institutes of Mental Health predoctoral fellowship T32-MH19728-03 to MAF, and a Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada grant to LRF. We are grateful to Shannon Davis, Kristine Oman, and Erin Strahan for their assistance coding the data. We also appreciate the help of the decision editors for 252* during the period of this study and the Ohio State social psychology faculty in coding reviewer and author gender. Finally, we appreciate the thoughtful comments on this research provided by members of the 1995-1997 Groups for Attitudes and Persuasion at Ohio State, the cur rent editor of 252*, and three anonymous reviewers. Portions of this research were presented at the 1996 meeting of the American Psychological Association in Toronto. unidimensional. An investigation by Marsh and Ball (1989) provided some evidence that ratings of different manuscript attributes are distinct. However, in another article, the same authors conducted a multitrait-multimethod analysis of reviewer ratings of different manuscript attributes and concluded that attribute ratings could be interpreted as a unidimensional construct of acceptability for publication (Marsh & Ball, 1981) .
The second major issue of interest has been identifying which factors are related to publication judgments by editors and reviewers (e.g., Marsh & Ball, 1989; Peters & Ceci, 1982; Zuckerman & Merton, 1971) . Previous investigations have generally examined either the relation of characteristics of the players in peer review (e.g., authors, reviewers, and editors) or of reviewer ratings of manuscript attributes and recommendations to acceptance. The former studies have found that both editors decisions and reviewers recommendations for publication become more favorable as the professional prestige of the author increases, as the prestige of the authors institution increases, and perhaps surprisingly, as the professional age or experience of the author decreases (e.g., Crane, 1967; Goodrich, 1945; Gordon, 1980; Peters & Ceci, 1982; Zuckerman & Merton, 1971) . Research is mixed as to whether author and reviewer gender are related to publication judgments (Gilbert, Williams, & Lundberg, 1994; Lloyd, 1990) . What is not clear from these studies is whether these variables have their effects on publication judgments because they are related to manuscript quality.
Studies examining the relation of reviewer ratings of manuscript attributes to editors decisions have generally found that reviewers recommendations for publication are highly correlated with editors decisions (e.g., Bakanic, McPhail, & Simon, 1987; Fogg & Fiske, 1993; Lock, 1982; Sternberg, Hojjat, Brigockas, & Grigorenko, 1997; Zuckerman & Merton, 1971) and that reviewers ratings of manuscript attributes predict their own and editors publication judgments (Marsh & Ball, 1989; Sternberg et al., 1997) . There is some question, however, about which manuscript attributes are most strongly associated with publication judgments. In an experimental study, Wilson, DePaulo, Mook, and Klaaren (1993) found that fictitious studies that were about important topics were judged more likely to be published than identical studies which were about unimportant topics, even when the studies were fatally flawed methodologically. Studies within the review process itself have suggested that ratings of both importance and methodology are the most highly related to publication judgments, and in that order (Marsh & Ball, 1989; Sternberg et al., 1997) .
Limitations of Past Research
Univariate versus multivariate analyses. Although past research has done much to provide insight into the publication process by identifying and investigating important conceptual and empirical issues related to peerreview of journal articles, there are several important limitations. First, individual investigations have typically focused on the relation of a relatively narrow range of variables to publication decisions. One might classify potential predictors of publication judgments as falling into several categories, including characteristics of the manuscript, manuscript authors, reviewers, and editors. To date, most investigations have either examined the relationship of a single variable across several of these categories (e.g., gender of author, reviewer, and editor) (Gilbert et al., 1994) or of multiple variables falling into a single category (e.g., 20 ratings of manuscript attributes) (Marsh & Ball, 1989) with judgments. Very little research has simultaneously examined the effects of multiple variables falling within several categories. Such an investigation would allow for an assessment of the extent to which each variable is related to judgments, controlling for the effects of other possible predictors. For example, finding that author prestige is related to editorial decision might indicate an author prestige effect per se or might simply be the result of the fact that prestige is correlated with other variables that actually have an impact on editorial decisions that were not included in the analysis (e.g., author gender or institutional prestige, adequacy of manuscript methodology, etc.). In the current research, a wide variety of variables are examined simultaneously.
Investigating moderators and mediators. A second and related issue concerns the processes responsible for interreviewer agreement and for the effects of variables on publication judgments. In the interreviewer agreement literature, much of the previous research has attempted to establish the level of agreement among reviewers and to determine the optimal method of quantifying the level of reviewer agreement. However, this research typically has not focused on discovering the conditions that facilitate or inhibit agreement among reviewers (i.e., moderators of interreviewer agreement). By uncovering conditions under which reviewers are more likely to agree or disagree, one can potentially gain a greater understanding of why agreement versus disagreement occurs in the review process.
Likewise, previous research on the correlates of manuscript acceptance has focused primarily on establishing the effects of variables rather than attempting to explore the underlying processes by which variables are associated with judgments (see Wolff, 1973 , for a similar view). For instance, author prestige might be related to publication recommendations becauseit biases thejudgments of editors/reviewers by serving as a peripheral cue to merit (e.g., if X wrote it, it must be good) or because it biases the specific thoughts evaluators have while reading the manuscript (e.g., filling in missing information with more favorable or unfavorable values) (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986) . Alternatively, author prestige might influence publication judgments because higher prestige authors actually write manuscripts of higher quality, which in turn leads to higher acceptance rates. Examining potential mediators of the relation of variables such as author characteristics to publication recommendations is one method of clarifying the mechanisms underlying these variables correlation with publication decisions.
One previous investigation stands out as a rare attempt to examine a diversity of potential factors related to publication judgments and to understand the processes underlying the relation of variables to publication judgments. Bakanic et al. (1987) looked at the simultaneous relation of author (e.g., gender, prestige of authors institution, academic rank, professional age), manuscript (e.g., number of authors, method of data collection, and method of analysis), and review procedure (e.g., number of reviewers, time elapsed for decision) characteristics to reviewers recommendations and editors decisions for a sample of manuscripts submitted to the American Sociological Review. They found that, although reviewersfrom whom the identity of authors was maskedwere not affected by author characteristics in their recommendations, editorswho were aware of authors identitieswere influenced by author characteristics in their judgments of manuscripts. Most interestingly, editors were more likely to accept manuscripts by authors at more prestigious institutions than those at less prestigious institutions and were more likely to accept manuscripts by professionally younger or less experienced (i.e., few years post-Ph.D.) than professionally older or more experienced (many years post-Ph.D.) authors, even though institutional prestige and professional experience were not related to reviewer recommendations. This finding suggests that institutional prestige and professional experience might act as two distinct biasing factors in publication judgments rather than affect judgments strictly by influencing manuscript quality. Thus, editors might favor authors from prestigious institutions because institutional prestige serves as a cue to quality or fosters biased processing of the manuscript. Editors might favor junior authors to give them a break or because of more lenient processing of their manuscripts.
The investigation by Bakanic et al. (1987) raises a number of interesting questions. First, Bakanic et al. and other investigations of institutional prestige have not simultaneously investigated author professional prestige. Institutional prestige might influence publication judgments because high-prestige institutions are more likely to attract researchers who are high in professional prestige than are low-prestige institutions. Alternatively, institutional prestige might be related to publication judgments independent of author prestige because it is an indicator of greater research resources, greater expectations regarding publication, and so forth. Only an investigation including both variables can investigate these different possibilities.
Second, there could be alternative mechanisms underlying correlations of author characteristics with publication judgments that have not been examined, such as institutional prestige or professional experience. Author characteristics might have an impact on publication judgments because they affect the quality or type of manuscript submitted, suggesting that bias is not operating. Bakanic et al. (1987) examined whether the type of manuscript accounted for the relation of author characteristics to judgments, but many of the manuscript characteristics investigated (e.g., use of qualitative versus quantitative analysis) do not generalize well to other academic disciplines. Thus, the question of whether author characteristics have an impact on judgments because they are related to manuscript quality was not directly examined because reviewer perceptions of manuscript attributes (e.g., methodology) were not included in their analyses. Alternatively, author characteristics might be related to publication judgments because they have an impact on the reviewers who are selected to review a manuscript, suggesting a different form of bias is operating (i.e., bias in selection of reviewers). Previous research suggests that author characteristics can affect reviewer selection. For example, Zuckerman and Merton (1971) found that authors of high professional status were more likely to have their manuscripts examined by reviewers of high professional status than were authors of lower prestige.
Generalizability of results to personality and social psychology. A final limitation of previous research for understanding the review process in personality and social psychology is that, with the exception of investigations of interreviewer agreement (e.g., Cicchetti, 1980; Crandall, 1978; Hendrick, 1976 Hendrick, , 1977 Scott, 1974; Whitehurst, 1984) , most of this research has been conducted outside the domain of personality and social psychology.
The publication process across different disciplines might differ in a number of respects. For example, it has been suggested that standards of evidence might be less ambiguous in the physical than the social sciences and might therefore allow less opportunity for biases to exert influence in the review process (e.g., Beyer, 1978; Chase, 1970) . In addition, a survey of editors suggested that different disciplines judge the adequacy of research along different dimensions. Specifically, the social sciences might place a higher premium on the theoretical significance of an investigation than do the natural sciences (Chase, 1970) . Also, rates of manuscript rejection vary dramatically across disciplines. Zuckerman and Merton (1971) found a general tendency for rejection rates to be lowest in the physical/biological sciences and highest in the humanities. This substantial variation in rejection rates across disciplines suggests that different processes might be operating in the review process across disciplines.
Overview of the Present Study
In the present research, we attempted to address two broad questions. First, we explored issues related to interreviewer agreement. We examined the underlying structure of reviewers judgments of manuscript attributes and overall publication recommendations (i.e., whether uni-or multidimensional) and investigated the extent to which reviewers agreed in their ratings of manuscripts. We also examined factors that might influence (i.e., moderate) the extent to which reviewers agreed in their evaluations. A second set of analyses was aimed at determining the factors related to reviewers judgments and editors decisions. Our objective was to establish correlates of reviewer recommendations and editor decisions as well as to examine the processes through which these variables were associated with the publication judgments of reviewers and editors.
As noted, past research examining the peer-review process has generally focused on four categories of variables: manuscript characteristics, author characteristics, reviewer characteristics, and editor characteristics. Obviously, within any one category, there are a large number of possible variables one could examine. Generally, we chose to focus on variables within each category for which there was empirical precedent. Finally, because relatively little attention has been devoted to manuscript characteristics in the area of personality and social psychology, we chose to examine variables for which there was intuitive reason to believe there might be an impact on the review process in this discipline.
METHOD

Procedure
The database for this study consisted of the reviewer and action editor report forms for every new manuscript submitted to the Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin PSPB) during one editorial term (July 1987 to December 1990 . This provided a total of 749 original submissions. Revisions and resubmissions (i.e., previously rejected manuscripts that were treated as new submissions) were not analyzed. Each manuscript submitted was either kept by the editor or sent to one of the journals seven associate editors. Reviewers provided written comments regarding the manuscript and filled out an accompanying evaluation sheet. Although decision editors were aware of the identification of the authors, the journal used a masked reviewing procedure so that reviewers were (presumably) unaware of the authors identities. Once all manuscripts had been processed at the end of the journal editors tenure at 252*, the following characteristics about the manuscript, authors, reviewers, and decision editor of each manuscript were coded.
Manuscript Characteristics
Text length. The number of pages included text and footnote pages. We did not count pages with references, author notes, figures, or tables.
Number of experiments. The number of empirical studies reported in each manuscript was recorded (e.g., one, two, etc.). Meta-analyses, literature reviews, commentaries, and re-analyses of data were coded as 0 (N = 42).
Number of references. The number of references in the reference section was recorded.
Overall time to decide. The overall time taken to decide whether to publish the manuscript was coded as the length of time in weeks between the date the decision editor received the manuscript from the editorial office and the date the decision editor made her or his judgment.
Author Characteristics
Previous investigations of the effects of author characteristics have typically focused on the characteristics of the prominent author (e.g., the sole author, Zuckerman & Merton, 1971 ; the first author, Bakanic et al., 1987;  or the corresponding author, Gilbert et al., 1994) . To attempt to maintain consistency between our analyses and past investigations, we coded the characteristics of the primary author of manuscripts in our sample. The primary author was a combination of the first and corresponding authors (this was the same individual for 86.0% of the submissions, N = 644), as explained further below.
Primary author gender. Because we were interested in the potential biasing effect of one female focal author on publication judgments, if either the first or corresponding author were female, primary author gender was coded as 1. If both the first and corresponding author were male, this variable was coded as 2.
Primary author institutional prestige. Institutional prestige was operationalized by combining information from two rating systems that were analogous to those used in previous research but based approximately on the time period the study was conducted: (a) ratings of the institutions psychology department prestige/quality and (b) productivity of the institution in psychology. The department prestige/quality rating was an average of judgments made by surveyed psychologists of the scholarly competence and achievements of the faculty of researchdoctorate psychology programs in the United States, taken from the scholarly quality ratings by the National Research Council (NRC) (Goldberger, Naher, & Flattau, 1995) . The 185 institutions included in the NRC study received scholarly quality index ratings ranging from .20
for the psychology department with the lowest scholarly quality rating to 4.82 for the department with the highest scholarly quality ratingalthough scores ranging from 0 to 5.00 were possible.
The measure of the productivity in psychology journals of authors institutions was the list of institutions productivity totals in psychology published by Howard, Cole, and Maxwell (1987) . This productivity total consists of a compilation of frequency and order of authorship of publications in 13 American Psychological Asso- (1987) ranking system, even in cases in which the first or corresponding author was not in the psychology department of their institution, the productivity total of the institution was assigned.
For U.S. institutions (n = 657), the two sources of institutional prestige (i.e., department rating and institutional productivity) were highly correlated (first authors, H = .62, F < .01; corresponding authors, H = .63, F < .01), and thus, each was converted to a common 0-1 metric and averaged to create a single index in which both scores were equally weighted. Institutions not on either list were given a zero. For Canadian institutions (n = 49), only the valid index (i.e., institutional productivity) was used, again converting to a 0-1 metric, and institutions not on this list were given a zero. The institution with the highest institutional prestige across the first and corresponding authors was used as a measure of primary author institutional prestige. When both the first and corresponding authors were at nonNorth American institutions for which neither index was valid (n = 57), primary author prestige was coded as the median from the combined index for U.S. institutions (no results are changed if the foreign institutions are deleted from the sample). In all cases, the authors institutional prestige index was such that higher numbers indicated a higher level of institutional prestige for the primary author of the manuscript.
Primary author prestige/expertise. Membership in the Society of Experimental Social Psychology (SESP) was considered an approximate indicator of individual reputation in the general domain of personality and social psychology because members must be nominated and voted in by their peers on the basis of their contribution to the field. Thus, a rough index of the individual reputations of the first and corresponding authors was obtained by coding the authors membership status in SESP. This was done by consulting the 1992 SESP membership list. If either the first or corresponding author was a member of SESP in 1992, this variable was coded as 2. If neither the first nor corresponding author belonged to SESP in 1992, this variable was coded as 1.
date the decision editor mailed the manuscript out to the particular reviewer and the date the review was received by the decision editor. For this calculation, any part of a week was counted as one week.
"
Reviewers ratings of manuscript attributes. Reviewers were given an evaluation sheet on which to indicate their ratings of the manuscript on four dimensions: (a) quality of literature review, (b) conceptualization/theory/ hypotheses, (c) methodology/procedures/analyses, and (d) importance/significance. These attributes were designed to be distinct from one another yet exhaustive of those that might be considered most relevant to judging an empirical personality and social psychology manuscript. Also, there is precedent within the peer-review literature for each (e.g., Chase, 1970; Marsh & Ball, 1989; Sternberg et al., 1997) . Four 3-point scales were provided for these ratings, in which 1 = inadequate, 2 = marginal, and 3 = good for all four scales. Time to mail to reviewers. The time it took to mail the manuscript to all reviewers was calculated for each manuscript as the length of time in weeks between the date the decision editor received the manuscript from the editorial office and the last date the manuscript was mailed to a reviewer. Manuscripts that were mailed to all reviewers on the same day they were received by the decision editor were assigned a 0 (n = 112). ' Time lag for decision to be made. The amount of time the decision editor took to make his or her decision once the last review was received was calculated as the length of time in weeks between the date the last review was received and the date the editors decision was made, counting any part of a week as a full week. If the decision was made the same day as the last review was received, then this variable was coded as 0 (n = 53).
Editors decision regarding publication. Each decision editor was responsible for making the final judgment regarding whether to publish a particular manuscript he or she was assigned. This judgment was indicated on a 3-point scale, in which 1 = accept (n = 4), 2 = revision requested (n = 196), and 3 = resubmission/rejection (n = 549).
RESULTS
Prior to the primary analyses, we constructed a descriptive profile of the typical manuscript, author, reviewer and editor characteristics, and reviewer and editor judgments for articles submitted to 252* during the review period. These descriptive data can be found in Table 1 . Next, we explored a number of more substantive issues.
Author Characteristics Predicting Manuscript Attributes
First, we examined the extent to which authors with different background characteristics produced manuscripts with different characteristics. This question has not received attention in previous investigations but may provide insights into the mechanisms by which author characteristics affect publication judgments. In the regression analyses we conducted, all variables were rescaled to a common metric ranging from 0 to 1, retaining the original direction of coding (for a discussion of this procedure, see King, 1986; Luskin, 1991) . This allowed for direct comparisons among unstandardized regression coefficients as well as greater ease in interpretation of results. The only exceptions were reviewer recommendations and editors decisions. These variables were first reverse scaled before being rescaled to a 0 to 1 range, so that higher numbers indicated more favorable judgments, to maintain consistency across reviewer and editor judgments and facilitate interpretation of results. Thus, a positive effect of any variable on publication judgments indicates that the variable led to more favorable judgments.
Four multivariate regression analyses were conducted in which all four author characteristics (i.e., primary author gender, institutional prestige, author prestige, and professional experience) were simultaneously used to predict each of the four manuscript characteristics (i.e., text length, number of experiments, number of references, and overall time to decide). These analyses assessed the extent to which each author characteristic predicted each manuscript characteristic after having controlled for the influence of all other author characteristics.
These analyses revealed that as the authors personal prestige increased, manuscripts included more text (> = .04, F < .01) and contained a greater number of empirical studies (> = .02, F < .05). In addition, as professional experience increased, manuscripts included less text (> = .14, F < .01) and included fewer references (> = .15, F < .01). These results suggest the interesting possibility that author characteristics could affect publication judgments because they affect manuscript characteristics. If manuscripts that are longer, report more studies, or include more references are more likely to receive favorable publication judgments, then author prestige might be associated with more favorable judgments and advanced professional age with less favorable judgments, because they determine such manuscript characteristics rather than because they directly affect judgments. This hypothesis will be tested in our analyses investigating predictors of publication judgments.
Predictors of Editor and Reviewer Characteristics. Next, we investigated which factors predicted who served as decision editors and reviewers for manuscripts. This question is interesting in its own right but, more important for our purposes, can provide additional information regarding the mechanism by which reviewers agree and by which variables have an impact on publication decisions. The one previous investigation of predictors of editor and reviewer characteristics indicated that female editors were assigned manuscripts from female authors proportionately more often than were male editors and that male reviewers assisted male editors more often than female editors (Gilbert et al., 1994) . We sought to discover whether such matching effects generalize to the peer-review process in personality and social psychology and to other author characteristics (e.g., author prestige) and to examine the relationship of previously unexplored nonauthor variables (e.g., manuscript characteristics) with editor and reviewer characteristics.
Predictors of editor characteristics. When all four manuscript characteristics and all four author characteristics were simultaneously used to predict editor gender, no significant effects were found. Thus, the author-editor gender matching effect (Gilbert et al., 1994) was not replicated. Of course, this merely reflects the manuscript assignment pattern of one editor and cannot be assumed to generalize to other editors or journals in personality and social psychology.
Predictors of reviewer characteristics. Manuscript, author, and editor characteristics were all simultaneously used to predict (a) the proportion of prestigious reviewers for a manuscript and (b) the proportion of reviewers of the manuscript who were male. Several effects were revealed. First, text length (> = .34, F < .01), author prestige (> = .08, F < .02), and professional experience (> = .23, F < .02) predicted reviewer prestige, such that prestigious reviewers were assigned manuscripts that were longer, from more prestigious authors, and from more junior authors. Second, a significant effect of editor gender on reviewer gender was found (> = .11, F < .01), indicating that editors were more likely to send manuscripts to reviewers of their own gender. Thus, the editor-reviewer gender matching effect found by Gilbert et al. (1994) was replicated.
In summary thus far, it appears that authors of high professional or institutional prestige and who are more junior submit manuscripts that differ on some objective criteria (e.g., length, number of studies) from those by authors of relatively low professional or institutional prestige or who are more senior. In addition, editors were likely to send manuscripts to reviewers whose gender matched theirs, and as text length and author prestige increased and professional age decreased, manuscripts were more likely to be sent to prestigious reviewers. In the next sections, we examine whether these findings help elucidate the questions of when and why reviewers (dis)agree and the processes through which variables have an impact on publication judgments.
Interreviewer Agreement
In exploring interreviewer agreement, we began by determining the overall extent to which reviewers of the same manuscript agreed with one another in their assessment of the manuscript. Investigations of interreviewer agreement in social psychology journals (i.e., 252* and the Journal of Personality and Social Psychology) have shown that the level of interreviewer agreement is usually in the H = .20 range (e.g., Hendrick, 1977; Linder, 1977; Scott, 1974) . Thus, we expected to find a similar level of agreement.
Second, because some investigators have suggested that separate ratings of attributes may not provide additional information in reviewers judgments of manuscript quality that is distinct from the overall publication recommendations, we investigated the underlying structure of reviewers judgments. That is, we explored whether reviewer judgments can best be explained as a single underlying trait of acceptable for publication (Marsh & Ball, 1981) or as separate dimensions. As others have noted (e.g., Bakanic et al., 1987) , no measure of manuscript quality that is independent of publication judgments exists. As a consequence, the best available proxy measure of manuscript quality might be reviewer judgments (see also Marsh & Ball, 1981) . The answer to the multiple-or single-dimension question bears on the appropriate methodology to use when conducting analyses using these judgments in the next set of questions to be addressed. For example, if manuscript quality judgments are multidimensional, then ratings should be kept as separate indicators of manuscript quality in mediational analyses of predictors of acceptance. If manuscript quality judgments are all found to assess a single dimension, however, then either an average across judgments or simply the recommendation rating would be most appropriate as an indicator of manuscript quality.
Third, we were interested in examining possible mechanisms underlying reviewer agreement. To address this, we examined whether reviewers shared gender or prestige moderated their level of overall agreement of judgments of the same manuscript.
To analyze agreement between reviewers, we analyzed all manuscripts for which at least two reviewers provided complete sets of ratings for the four attributes of the manuscript as well as overall recommendation (n = 551).
When more than two reviews were available, the first two reviews received by the editor were used. The zero-order correlations between ratings of Reviewer 1 and Reviewer 2 of each manuscript on each attribute revealed a significant but modest level of agreement between reviewers in all five judgments (i.e., recommendation H = .29, literature H = .25, theory H = .23, methodology H = .23, importance H = .19; all Fs < .05) consistent with past research e.g., Hendrick, 1977; Linder, 1977; Scott, 1974) .
Although statistically significant, these very modest correlations suggest considerable disagreement among reviewers. However, zero-order correlations are likely to underestimate the actual level of consensus among reviewers because the questions used to assess attributes and recommendations are likely to be imperfect indexes of reviewers judgments, containing some amount of random measurement error, which is likely to attenuate the obser ved correlations. To account for random error in reviewers judgments and to better test the dimensionality of ratings, we conducted a direct product multitraitmultimethod confirmatory factor analysis on reviewers ratings and recommendations (see Browne, 1984 Browne, , 1989 . This model specified the two reviewers as the method factors and the five types of reviewer judgments (i.e., literature, theory, methodology, importance, and recommendation) as the traits, postulating that each reviewer judgment was a product of both the method of measurement (i.e., the specific reviewer making that judgment) and the underlying trait of the article being assessed by the question (e.g., methodology, importance, etc.). Thus, this model represented the underlying structure of relationships among reviewer judgments as due to both the influence of idiosyncracies in reviewers (e.g., systematic tendencies for some reviewers to be harsh and others to be lenient) and properties of the article itself (e.g., its importance). Within the context of this model, the extent to which reviewers agreed was indexed by the correlation between the two method (i.e., reviewer) factors.
This analysis suggested that the proposed model fit the data extremely well, as indexed by the root mean squared error of approximation (RMSEA). Methodologists have suggested that an RMSEA of .05 or less indicates excellent fit of the model to the data (Browne & Cudeck, 1992) . The point estimate of the RMSEA obtained in our model was .02, with the 90% confidence interval ranging from .00 to .04. The χ test of model fit revealed that the correlation matrix predicted by the model did not differ significantly from the observed correlation matrix, thus indicating good model fit, χ 24) = 27.30, F = .29. This suggested that our hypothesis that reviewers ratings and recommendations were a function of both the nature of the articles themselves as well as idiosyncrasies in reviewers is a plausible representation of the data. In addition, the model indicated that there was a moderate but statistically significant level of overall agreement between reviewers. The correlation between the two method (i.e., reviewer) factors was H = .29, F < .01.
The excellent model fit suggests that the reviewer judgments in this sample were multidimensional. However, it is possible that a one-trait model might fit the data as well as or better than our model postulating five distinct traits. To directly test this alternative hypothesis, we tested an alternative direct product confirmatory factor analysis model. This second model specified the two reviewers as the method factors and the five reviewer judgments as one overall trait (e.g., acceptableness for publication) rather than five separate traits. This model fit the data relatively poorly because the RMSEA obtained for this model was .09, with the 90% confidence interval ranging from .08 to .10. Furthermore, a χ difference test between the two models indicated that the five-trait model fit the data significantly better than did the one-trait model, χ 10) = 151.4, F < .01.
Finally, we turned to the question of whether certain reviewer characteristics increased or decreased the extent to which reviewers agreed with one another. To address this, agreement was analyzed between reviewers who shared the same characteristic and between reviewers who differed. The five-trait direct product confirmatory factor analysis model was fit to the data for subsamples of manuscripts. Specifically, the model was tested for separate subsets of the manuscripts in which the two reviewers were gender matched (n = 378), gender mismatched (n = 161), both male (n = 335), both female (n = 43), prestige level matched (n = 328), prestige level mismatched (n = 218), both high prestige (n = 237), and both low prestige (n = 91). Difference tests were conducted between the correlations obtained between the two method (i.e., reviewer) factors for each independent sample. These tests revealed that only reviewer prestige appeared to have any influence on level of agreement between reviewers. Specifically, a marginally significant difference between correlations was obtained, suggesting that two reviewers who were both high in prestige agreed more in their evaluation of a particular manuscript, r = .37, p < .01, than did two reviewers whose prestige level was mismatched, H = .24, F < .01 (z = 1.69, p < .10).
To test if high-prestige reviewers agreed more about all of the attributes or just some of the attributes than did prestige-mismatched reviewers, the level of agreement for prestigious reviewers was compared to the level of agreement of prestige-mismatched reviewers for each of the five reviewer judgments separately. Difference tests revealed that high-prestige reviewers agreed about manuscripts methodology (H = .32) more than did prestige-mismatched reviewers (H = .13, z = 2.13, p < .05) and about their overall recommendations regarding publication (r = .40) more than did prestige-mismatched reviewers (r = .18, z = 2.56, F < .05). Thus, it appears that high-prestige reviewers share views about the appropriateness of certain methodologies used in research and about whether a manuscript deserves publication. These findings point to possible explanations of (dis)agreement and rule out others, as will be explained in the discussion.
Predictors of Publication Judgments
Finally, our analyses explored the factors that are related to editors decisions and reviewers perceptions of and recommendation concerning manuscripts. We used insights gained from our investigation of reviewer judgment dimensionality to guide mediational analyses exploring the mechanisms behind such effects. In investigating predictors of publication judgments, we examined the extent to which various manuscript, author, reviewer, and editor characteristics predicted (a) reviewers ratings of manuscript attributes (i.e., literature, theory, methodology, and importance); (b) reviewers publication recommendations; and (c) editors publication decisions. In addition, we examined potential mediation of variables effects by manuscript quality. Because analyses of predictors of reviewers judgments are also aimed at illuminating the mechanisms behind predictors of editors decisions, the results for editors decisions will be presented first, those for reviewer recommendations second, and those for reviewer manuscript ratings third, even though these judgments are actually made in the reverse order during the publication process.
Editors decisions. To explore the predictors of editors decisions, we conducted two analyses. In the first, all four types of predictor variables (i.e., manuscript, author, reviewer, and editor characteristics) were simultaneously entered into a single multivariate regression predicting editors decisions excluding reviewer judgments (i.e., ratings of literature, theory, methodology, importance, and recommendations). In the second analysis, we investigated a possible mechanism through which the four types of variables might have had their effects on editors decisions by simultaneously entering all four types of variables into a single multivariate regression predicting editors decisions, which included the five reviewer judg-ments. This second analysis provided initial evidence as to the process through which variables were related to decisions. Specifically, any variable that was related to editors decisions through its relation to judgments of manuscript quality would show its effects on editors decisions when reviewer judgments were not controlled but would not continue to affect editors decisions once its shared variance with reviewer judgments was partialled. We also reasoned that any variable that continued to affect editors decisions even when its effects on reviewer judgments were controlled might be affecting editors decisions as a biasing factor rather than through its impact on manuscript quality. Recall that authors characteristics were masked for reviewers but not for editors. Our second analysis also investigated the impact of each of the reviewers five judgments on editorial decisions while controlling for the effect of the other four judgments and the effects of the four types of predictor variables.
The results of the first analysis are shown in the first column of Table 2 . When excluding reviewers ratings, only two variables significantly predicted editors decisions: primary author gender and primary author prestige. Editors decisions were more favorable for manuscripts with male than with female primary authors and for manuscripts with a high-rather than a low-prestige primary author, replicating findings by Lloyd (1990) and Zuckerman and Merton (1971) in the domain of personality and social psychology. Interestingly, separate analyses for male and female decision editors revealed that male and female editors were equally likely to show bias toward male and prestigious authors. Finally, the analysis also indicated that the amount of variance in editor decisions accounted for by the four types of variables was quite small (4 = .07).
To examine whether primary author gender and author prestige had a direct impact on editors decisions or an indirect impact on editors decisions because they are associated with higher manuscript quality, our second analysis included all variables in the first analysis plus the five reviewers ratings (i.e., literature, theory, methodology, importance, and recommendation). The results of this analysis appear in the second column of Table 2 . A first finding worth noting is that the amount of variance accounted for is dramatically larger than that of the first analysis (4 = .42 versus 4 = .07). Thus, reviewer ratings and recommendations accounted for a considerable amount of variance in editor decisions. favorable. This occurred despite the fact that high-prestige reviewers were no more favorable toward manuscripts than were low-prestige reviewers (see Table 2 ). Although speculative, it might be that editors send articles that they anticipate as being of higher quality to more prestigious reviewers, and this a priori anticipation of quality explains why editors are more favorable toward manuscripts reviewed by prestigious reviewers.
4eviewers recommendations and attribute ratings. The next set of analyses investigated the extent to which manuscript characteristics, author characteristics, and reviewer characteristics influenced reviewers overall recommendations and more specific judgments about the articles they reviewed. These analyses are particularly interesting for two reasons. First, in contrast to many personality and social psychology journals (e.g., Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, Journal of Experimental Social Psychology), at PSPB during this period, the identity of authors was masked for reviewers. Thus, similar to the Bakanic et al. (1987) investigation, this data set provided the opportunity to investigate the effects of author characteristics on reviewer judgments and, in particular, their recommendations in a context in which reviewers were unaware of these factors. which variables (i.e., primary author gender and primary author prestige) affect editors decisions.
To address the first of these questions, two analyses were conducted paralleling those investigating predictors of editors decisions. The results of the first analysis are presented in the third column of Table 2. $ First, as was true when the parallel analysis was conducted for editors decisions, this analysis revealed that the predictors accounted for little of the variance in reviewer recommendations (4 = .05). The analysis also indicated that primary author prestige predicted recommendations, suggesting that recommendations were more favorable for manuscripts written by relatively high-versus low-prestige authors, even though the reviewers presumably did not know who the author was. Finally, there was a marginal tendency for recommendations to be more favorable as the number of reviewers, number of experiments, and text length increased. Because author characteristics were masked for reviewers, it is unlikely that primary author prestige served to bias reviewers recommendations but instead might be associated with manuscript quality, which in turn, had an impact on recommendations. On the other hand, reviewers were not influenced by primary author gender in their judgments, whereas editors were, suggesting that author gender could have been a biasing factor in editors decisions. Until one controls for the reviewers ratings of the manuscripts attributes, however, these conclusions remain speculative. To provide convergent evidence regarding the mechanism underlying the impact of author characteristics on reviewer judgments, a second analysis was conducted. As can be seen in the fourth column of Table 2 , when reviewer attribute ratings were added as predictors of recommendations, the amount of variance in reviewer recommendations accounted for by the regression model increased dramatically (from 4 = .05 to 4 = .74). This analysis also indicates that ratings of literature, theory, methodology, and importance each were significantly related to reviewers recommendations. Difference tests between each pair of regression coefficients indicated that importance ratings accounted for a significantly greater amount of variance in recommendations than did ratings of any of Importantly, the impact of primar y author prestige was reduced to zero, suggesting that this variable had an impact on reviewers recommendations through its impact on ratings of manuscript quality. Interestingly, in this analysis, the impact of text length was revealed to be marginally negative, suggesting that as text length increased, controlling for its impact on manuscript quality, recommendations became less favorable. The impact of number of experiments was unchanged with the inclusion of reviewer attribute ratings, suggesting that this variable might have had some direct impact on recommendations.
Finally, we investigated the relation of manuscript, author, and reviewer characteristics to ratings of the manuscript attributes. These analyses can be conceptualized as answering the question of whether variables such as author gender, author prestige, institutional prestige, and text length directly affect measures of manuscript quality and, if so, on which dimensions of quality. If a variable does affect ratings of manuscript quality, then the possibility that its influence on publication judgments is mediated by manuscript quality is upheld. If not, it is problematic to argue that a variables impact was mediated by manuscript quality (see Baron & Kenny, 1986) . Four simultaneous multiple regression analyses were conducted in which the manuscript, author, and reviewer characteristics were used to predict each of the four reviewer attribute ratings averaged across reviewers of a particular manuscript. Results are shown in Table 2 .
In summary, looking across reviewer attribute ratings, it appears that the predictors accounted for relatively little variance in judgments (4 ranged from .06 to .12).
Author prestige had a consistent positive association with ratings of the quality of articles as indexed by ratings of theory and importance. Longer manuscripts received more favorable ratings of literature, theor y, methodology, and importance than did shorter manuscripts, and manuscripts including a greater number of references were rated more favorably on literature and theory than manuscripts reporting fewer references. In addition, male reviewers rated manuscripts theor y more favorably than did female reviewers, whereas female reviewers rated methodology more favorably than did male reviewers. Finally, as the number of reviewers increased, literature ratings became more favorable, and as the time reviewers took to return the manuscript to the editor increased, literature ratings became less favorable.
The relation of author prestige to ratings of manuscript attributes are particularly interesting given that reviewers were unaware of authors prestige. Thus, these results, in concert with previous mediational analyses, suggest that it is implausible to attribute the relation of authors prestige to reviewer judgments to some form of bias. Instead, it seems more likely that the effects were due to meaningful differences in the quality of manuscripts written by authors of relatively high versus low prestige. These results also provide additional evidence suggesting that the relation of authors prestige to editors decisions may have been driven by differences in reviewers ratings of manuscript quality rather than bias on the part of editors. In addition, it is worth noting that, in contrast to the results for editors decisions, primary author gender was not found to be related to reviewer recommendations or to attribute ratings. This provides some evidence for the possibility that author gender could have been a biasing factor in editors decisions, given that editors were aware of this characteristic and reviewers were not.
Finally, it appears from these results that the effects of institutional prestige and professional experience on publication judgments found in previous research were largely absent (Bakanic et al., 1987) . This failure to replicate could be due to the fact that Bakanic et al. did not also include author prestige in their analyses. To test this hypothesis, one additional set of regression analyses was conducted that did not include author prestige. These analyses revealed that institutional prestige was consistently positively associated with publication judgments, and mediational analyses suggested that institutional prestige was related to publication judgments through its association with judgments of manuscript quality (i.e., its correlations with editors decision and reviewers recommendations were eliminated when manuscript attribute ratings were included in analyses). Thus, it appears that previous findings of institutional prestige effects on editorial judgments may have been due to a failure to simultaneously investigate the impact of author prestige. However, although the effects of professional experience were in the same direction as found in previous investigations (i.e., negative) when author prestige was excluded, this variable failed to emerge as a significant negative predictor of publication judgments. To investigate whether the univariate professional experience effect on publication judgments found by Zuckerman and Merton (1971) was replicated, a set of analyses was conducted in which only profes-sional age was entered as a predictor of reviewer and editor judgments. As in the previous analyses (see Table 2 ), professional experience was only significantly associated with literature ratings. Thus, it appears that the negative impact of professional age or experience on publication judgments found in previous research failed to replicate in this investigation.
DISCUSSION
Summary and Conclusions
There are several noteworthy advances in our understanding of the publication process from this study regarding the two focal issues in the peer-review process that have been the subject of most prior research: interreviewer agreement on ratings of manuscript quality and associated mechanisms, and predictors of publication judgments and associated mechanisms. Several effects of interreviewer agreement and dimensionality of judgments were replicated and extended, and evidence for a moderator of interreviewer agreement was obtained. Specifically, replicating past research in this area and for this journal, it was found that reviewer agreement (a) was significant but modest for judgments of manuscript attributes and recommendations separately (i.e., ranging from H = .19 to H = .29) and (b) was significant, but still modest (H = .29) when collapsed across judgments and random measurement error was controlled.
Of greater interest, two new findings emerged regarding interreviewer agreement. First, the results support the notion that reviewers meaningfully differentiate among the dimensions of literature, theory, methodology, importance, and overall recommendation. Second, high-prestige reviewers agreed to a greater extent in their ratings of methodology and overall recommendations than did prestige-mismatched reviewers. This finding suggests that reviewer agreement is not the result of a shared perspective on which topics are important in a given discipline, as has been suggested (e.g., Crane, 1967) , but might be due instead to a shared perspective among high-prestige reviewers about which methodologies are appropriate and, more generally, which manuscripts deserve to be published. This shared perspective could originate from the training received by high-prestige reviewers.
Several variables were found to be related to publication judgments, and evidence for the possible mechanisms underlying these effects was obtained. Beginning with editors decisions, it was found that reviewers ratings of importance and reviewers overall recommendations predicted editors decisions, even when controlling for the effects of all other reviewer judgments (i.e., literature, theory, and methodology ratings) and the effects of manuscript, author, reviewer, and editor characteristics. These data are consistent with the view that editors made use of reviewers judgments of the importance of the manuscript in addition to reviewers overall recommendations when making editorial decisions. There was also a tendency for manuscripts with male and high-prestige authors to be viewed more favorably by editors than manuscripts with female or relatively lowprestige authors, even when controlling for the effects of other author, manuscript, reviewer, and editor characteristics.
For reviewer judgments, it appears that reviewers ratings of a manuscripts literature review, theory, methodology, and importance all contributed significantly to reviewers publication recommendations, even when controlling for the effects of each other and for the effects of manuscript, author, and reviewer characteristics. This suggests that reviewer recommendations are a function of at least these four dimensions. In addition, manuscripts by high-prestige authors received more favorable recommendations than did manuscripts by low-prestige authors and more favorable ratings of manuscript quality (i.e., theory, methodology, and importance). These results are consistent with previous research demonstrating that (a) reviewer judgments (in particular, publication recommendations) have an impact on editors decisions, (b) reviewer judgments of manuscript attributes generally impact on their recommendations, and (c) author characteristics have an impact on both reviewer and editor judgments.
More important, however, several advances in our understanding of the correlates of manuscript acceptance were made. First, reviewers overall publication recommendations affected editors decisions more than did ratings of importance. Ratings of other dimensions had no independent impact. Analyses also indicated that the reviewers perceptions of importance were the greatest predictor of their publication recommendations, followed by methodology, theory, and then literature.
Second, our results provide some evidence as to the process through which author prestige affects publication judgments of editors and reviewers. Specifically, author prestige predicted both editors decisions and reviewers judgments, even though authors identities were masked for reviewers in this sample; and its effect on recommendations was eliminated in a mediational analysis, including reviewers perceptions of manuscript quality. In addition, although the relation of author prestige to editors decisions was not completely eliminated in mediational analyses, its magnitude was reduced to almost half (from > = .07, F < .001, to > = .04, F = .067). Thus, this pattern of results suggests that author prestige has an impact on publication judgments of both editors and reviewers at least partially through its impact on ratings of manuscript quality. Author pres-tige may have continued to have a weak association with editors decisions because manuscript quality may not have been completely captured by our indexes (e.g., using reviewers rather than editors judgments of quality in analyses).
Third, our results provide an advance in our understanding of the process through which institutional prestige affects publication judgments. Specifically, institutional prestige predicted both editors decisions and reviewers judgments, and its effects on editors decisions and recommendations were eliminated in mediational analyses. Thus, it appears that institutional prestige also has an impact on publication judgments of both editors and reviewers at least partially through its impact on ratings of manuscript quality. Most important, the finding that institutional prestige had an impact on publication judgments but that its effects were almost entirely eliminated when author personal prestige was included in analyses suggests that institutional prestige may have its effects on publication judgments (through its impact on manuscript quality) because of its association with author personal prestige.
Fourth, our results provide some evidence about the effects of author gender on publication decisions. Specifically, author gender was related to editors but not reviewers judgments, and the magnitude of its relationship to editors decisions was only slightly reduced when reviewers perceptions of manuscript quality were included in analyses (from > = .04, F = .034, to > = .03, F = .056). This pattern of results does not provide a strong case for the notion that author gender affects editors decisions because it affects manuscript quality as assessed in this investigation. However, there remain three possible explanations for why author gender had an impact on editors decisions. As noted earlier, author gender might have acted as a biasing factor on editors judgments. This interpretation is supported by the findings that gender had no impact on reviewer judgments and that the impact of gender on editorial decisions was relatively unaffected when reviewer ratings of manuscript quality were controlled. The antifemale bias interpretation is tempered somewhat by the fact that the bias was shown by both male and female decision editors. An alternative to the bias interpretation is that author gender might have affected editors decisions because it is correlated with quality dimension(s) not included in this investigation. Author gender might have an impact on one or more of these omitted manuscript quality dimensions, and its effect on editors decisions might be eliminated if the effects of these quality dimension(s) were controlled. Finally, it is possible that author gender might affect editors decisions because it is correlated with nonquality related variables not included in this investigation that differentially have an impact on editors and reviewers judgments. For example, editors might take into account the appropriateness of the manuscript for the particular journal and the balance of topic submissions, whereas reviewers do not.
Directions for Future Research
Several interesting questions remain from this investigation. One interesting question is why reviewers of high prestige agree more than prestige-mismatched reviewers (particularly about methodology and standards for publication of research). The possibility that highprestige reviewers come to hold similar standards regarding methodology and publication of research because of similar training experiences should be tested directly. As discussed, another important unresolved issue is the process through which author gender affects editors decisions. Similarly, it is unclear why author professional experience was not found to reliably and negatively affect publication judgments despite the fact that it was operationalized as in previous investigations. Professional age or experience has not, to our knowledge, been previously investigated in the domain of personality and social psychology. Thus, our finding may reflect the fact that professional age actually does not have an impact on publication judgments in personality and social psychology, whereas it does in other disciplines. Alternatively, as always, this null result may be due to insufficient power to obtain the effect.
In addition, a greater understanding of publication judgments would be gained from an investigation of predictors of ratings of attributes of personality and social psychology manuscripts, most notably ratings of the importance of a manuscriptthe biggest determinant of reviewer and editor judgments. An investigation in the related fields of learning, memory, and perception (i.e., cognitive psychology) suggests that topics seen as the demonstration of a phenomenon were viewed as less important than were investigations of cognitive processes (Bruce & Bahrick, 1992) . It is possible that manuscripts in personality and social psychology that are judged as investigations of process are also seen as more important than articles judged as demonstrations of phenomena. Further investigation of the role of ratings of manuscript attributes would also be useful. Investigations examining if other distinct dimensions underlying publication judgments exist (e.g., appropriateness for the journal; see Sternberg et al., 1997) would enhance our understanding of the dimensionality and correlates of publication judgments. It would also be interesting to examine the impact of editors judgments of manuscript quality on editors decisions (above and beyond that of the ratings of reviewers) and to determine whether editors and reviewers use the same or different dimensions in reaching their publication judgments. % Finally, it is worth noting that the present research involved data that were nonexperimental in nature.
Such research has obvious merit in that it allows for the in vivo examination of the peer-review process in a context in which reviewers and editors decisions have real consequences. However, making inferences regarding causality with nonexperimental data is difficult. For example, although it is plausible that reviewers perceptions of individual manuscript attributes (e.g., importance) serve as the basis for reaching an overall recommendation, it is also possible that perceptions of one or more manuscript attributes might be constructed after arriving at the recommendation as a means of justifying the final decision. Plausible reversed causal directions can be postulated for some of the other effects observed in our data. Therefore, one promising direction for future research would be to explore some of the effects demonstrated here in experimental contexts. Although experimental investigations might require examining these effects in less naturalistic settings, their higher internal validity would provide a valuable supplement to nonexperimental studies, helping to elucidate the psychological processes underlying the peer-review process. NOTES 1. For 105 manuscripts, the exact date the manuscript was received from the editorial office was missing (i.e., was not recorded by the action editor). In these cases, the date received was estimated from the manuscript number (because, with rare exception, manuscripts were sent to decision editors within a day or two of receipt). If the manuscript number fell into the first fourth of the total number of manuscripts received during that month, the date received was estimated as the last day of the first week (i.e., Day 7). For those falling in the second fourth, the date received was estimated as the last day of the second week (Day 14), and so on.
2. Twenty missing cases occurred when neither the coders, primar y investigators, decision editors for the journal, nor a consulted sample of social/personality psychologists knew an individual with an ambiguously gendered first name. No guesses were made with regard to ambiguously gendered first names of individuals, and this procedure was used for all gender codings. Primar y author gender was coded as 1 as long as either the corresponding or first author was female, even in cases when the other individual was of ambiguous gender (n = 2). However, because knowing that either the corresponding or first author are male does not ensure that the counterpart is also male; in cases in which corresponding or first author gender was of ambiguous gender and the other was male, primar y author gender was coded as missing (n = 4).
3. Obviously, as is the case with any index of professional prestige, Society of Experimental Social Psychology (SESP) membership is not a perfect measure of author reputation. Most notably, some high-status researchers whose work focuses primarily on personality processes might not be members of SESP. However, investigation of a randomly selected sample of manuscripts suggested relatively few submissions wereexclusivelyoriented to personality(i.e.,7.1%).Therefore,itseems unlikely thatour prestigemeasureincorrectly classifieda largenumber of authors in our data set. Such errors in classification would likely weaken any effects for SESP status.
4. The time to return to the editor of 307 reviews was missing (out of 1,636 total reviews) either because the date the review was received was not recorded by the decision editor (n = 286), the date the manuscript was mailed out to the reviewer was not recorded (n = 8), or both dates were missing (n = 13). Due to the large number of missing data points, results for this variable should be viewed as suggestive.
5. These ratings were missing for the following number of reviews out of the total 1,636: literature, n = 266; theory, n = 264; methodology, n = 278; importance, n = 258. The slightly different totals of missing values across ratings reflects those reviews for which reviewers completed some but not all of the ratings. 6. A recommendation rating was missing for 254 reviews. The majority of missing reviewer judgment data are due to one decision editor either failing to send evaluation sheets to reviewers or return them to the editor.
7. Although previous investigations have examined the impact of editor prestige on judgments, editor prestige could not be examined in this study because our general indicator of prestige (i.e., membership in SESP) showed no variation across decision editors (i.e., all were members of SESP).
8. Only eight decision editorsthree females and five males ser ved the journal at any one time. However, one male and one female editor were each replaced by someone of the same gender, resulting in 10 decision editors over the editorial period under investigation.
9. In the 105 cases in which the date the manuscript was received by the editorial office was missing, the same estimate as that used to calculate the overall time to decide was used.
10. This variable was missing for 162 manuscripts, either because the date of decision was missing (n = 6) or the date the manuscript was received by the last reviewer was not recorded (n = 156). This number is smaller than the total number of missing dates received by reviewers (n = 286) because several missing dates could occur for one particular manuscript, resulting in only one missing time lag value. Regardless, results for this variable should also be viewed as suggestive.
11. Of course, the possibility remains that some number of factors between one and five might best describe the dimensionality of reviewer judgments. To explore this possibility, we examined an alternative four-trait model in which the two most highly correlated trait factors (i.e., importance and recommendation) were postulated to represent a single trait. This model was found to fit the data significantly worse than the five-trait model, χ (4) = 29.97, F < .01. This suggests that reviewer judgments of the four attributes and overall recommendation should be examined separately.
12. The cor relation between two reviewers who were both low in prestige, r = .35, p < .01, was not significantly different from the correlation between reviewers whose prestige level was mismatched (z = 1.03, p = .29) nor was it significantly different from the correlation between two reviewers who were both high in prestige (z = .25, p = .80).
13. It is possible that recommendation had a greater impact than importance for statistically artifactual rather than substantive reasons. Specifically, because recommendations are made on a 4-point scale and importance ratings on a 3-point scale, the former might be a more reliable scale. To examine this possibility, a second analysis was conducted in which the resubmission and reject categories for recommendation were collapsed into one, creating a 3-point scale analogous to the scale used for editors decisions. This analysis revealed that recommendation still had a greater impact on editors decisions (> = .32, F < .01) than did importance (> = .18, F < .05), .(1, 447) = 4.21, F < .05, ruling out the alternative explanation that recommendation had a greater impact because it has a greater number of scale points.
14. Female reviewers have been found in an experimental simulation of the peer review process to be more likely to accept manuscripts by female authors than male authors and more likely to accept femaleauthored manuscripts than are male reviewers (Lloyd, 1990) . Thus, we examined whether the variables author gender, author prestige, importance, and recommendation continued to have an impact on editors decisions (while controlling for all other variables) in separate analyses for male and female editors. These analyses revealed that reviewers ratings of theor y had a greater impact on the decisions of male editors (b = .08, p > .10) than female editors (b = .10, p < .10, z = 2.12, p < .05). Interestingly, editor gender did not moderate the impact of author gender, author prestige, ratings of importance, or ratings of recommendations on decisions. Thus, male and female editors were equally likely to show bias toward male and prestigious authors. A separate analysis suggested that neither reviewer gender nor prestige moderated the impact of literature, theor y, methodology, or importance on recommendations (while controlling for all other variables). Thus, the editor gender effect on the impact of reviewer attribute ratings on judgments was not replicated for reviewer gender. Obviously, given the number of comparisons being made between coefficients in these analyses, caution should be exercised in interpreting these results.
15. Research within the review process itself suggests that authors identities are successfully kept masked from reviewers by currently used methods. Specifically, Ceci and Peters (1984) found that when done correctly (i.e., when authors names, institutional affiliations, funding sources, and references to in our previous work are removed from the manuscript), about 75% could not correctly guess the identification of the author or one of the authors of a manuscript they were reviewing. Most of those who did guess correctly had only moderate confidence that they were right.
16. Editor characteristics were not expected to have an impact on reviewer judgments and thus are not included in the analyses predicting reviewer judgments shown in Table 2 . When editor characteristics were included as predictors in analyses predicting reviewer judgments, similar results were obtained.
17. Unfortunately, the data set did not include editors ratings of the manuscripts on literature, theor y, methodology, and importance.
